PHOTOGRAPHY AS ARTISTIC EXPERIMENT pdf
1: 50 Different Types of Photography Styles with examples for your inspiration
Photography projects are also great if you've just got your first proper camera - rather than shooting everyone and
everything, taking on a photography project is a great way to learn as you shoot.

When a photographer creates a picture that matches the creative vision of the artist, successfully tells the story
the artist needed told, the photograph is considered fine art. However, there is not one standard and universally
accepted definition of fine art; what achieves satisfaction for an artistic photographer can be as diverse as
tastes in art by people in all cultures. Fine art photographs are often one of a kind, from an era long past, and
taken by photographers made famous previously in the world of photography. As the years progressed, photos
considered fine art have evolved as the photographers and technology changed the way pictures are taken.
Thus photography that is fine art is now decided upon by each individual and what that person considers to be
beautiful. It is the photographer and the beholder of the picture that decide if the photo is treasure or trash.
Here is a collection of fine art photography: Ansel Adams image credits: He would pour 18 hours a day into
his labor of love, his art. His photographs are legends and some of his classics include Mt. He was a huge
activist for the environment and the wilderness. Robert Mapplethorpe image credits: Robert Mapplethorpe
Robert Mapplethorpe was another epic fine art photographer. As often as not, however, his photos stirred
controversy and would be banned from an art gallery. He caused ripples in the artistic community and was a
powerful force in shaping fine art. The upper right photo is his self portrait. Andrew Prokos Architecture and
Landmarks image credits: Andrew Prokos As in all arts, fine art photography can be broken down into specific
genres as well as photos that blur the lines and mix categories. Andrew Prokos is one such photographer.
Although he has captured many black and white traditional fine art photos, his skillful shots include
architectural and landmark collections such as: Andrew Prokos Landscapes Cityscapes, Skyline image credits:
Andrew Prokos Prokos also specializes in skylines, cityscapes, and landscapes. In DC one fine Spring day, he
snapped a panoramic view of the Jefferson Memorial across the Tidal Basin which is beautifully framed by
cherry tree blossoms. From the sea and facing toward Greece, he captured the colorful cliffs of Santorini. In
another panoramic landscape bottom left is the Japanese bridge in the Brooklyn Botanic Garden. Back in
NYC, he photographed a view of Hearst Tower at dusk bottom right , showing his great range and artistic eye.
Michael Rauner snaps shots that blend architecture and landscape like Salvation Mountain bottom left during
his visionary state: Rauner also captured a what he calls a Meditation hut in Druids Heights during his same
visionary journey bottom right.
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2: What is Fine Art Photography and How to Do it?
It is continually updated with creative photography ideas and examples. If you are looking instead for photography
theme ideas or project ideas for your entire high school or college photography course, please read our article about
how to select a great subject or theme for your Art project.

One of the most important effects of radiation on matter is seen in photographic action. Apart from its various
uses in art, commerce, and industry, photography is an invaluable scientific tool. It is used extensively in
spectroscopy, in photometry, and in X-ray examinations. In order to understand them, one must first
understand the characteristics of the process itself. One of the most important characteristics is immediacy.
Usually, but not necessarily, the image that is recorded is formed by a lens in a camera. The essential elements
of the image are usually established immediately at the time of exposure. This characteristic is unique to
photography and sets it apart from other ways of picture making. The seemingly automatic recording of an
image by photography has given the process a sense of authenticity shared by no other picture-making
technique. In the early part of its history, photography was sometimes belittled as a mechanical art because of
its dependence on technology. In truth, however, photography is not the automatic process that is implied by
the use of a camera. Although the camera usually limits the photographer to depicting existing objects rather
than imaginary or interpretive views, the skilled photographer can introduce creativity into the mechanical
reproduction process. The image can be modified by different lenses and filters. The type of sensitive material
used to record the image is a further control, and the contrast between highlight and shadow can be changed
by variations in development. In printing the negative, the photographer has a wide choice in the physical
surface of the paper, the tonal contrast, and the image colour. The photographer also may set up a completely
artificial scene to photograph. He or she chooses the vantage point and the exact moment of exposure. The
photographer perceives the essential qualities of the subject and interprets it according to his or her judgment,
taste, and involvement. An effective photograph can disseminate information about humanity and nature,
record the visible world, and extend human knowledge and understanding. For all these reasons, photography
has aptly been called the most important invention since the printing press. Inventing the medium Antecedents
The forerunner of the camera was the camera obscura , a dark chamber or room with a hole later a lens in one
wall, through which images of objects outside the room were projected on the opposite wall. The principle
was probably known to the Chinese and to ancient Greeks such as Aristotle more than 2, years ago. Late in the
16th century, the Italian scientist and writer Giambattista della Porta demonstrated and described in detail the
use of a camera obscura with a lens. In the German professor of anatomy Johann Heinrich Schulze proved that
the darkening of silver salts, a phenomenon known since the 16th century and possibly earlier, was caused by
light and not heat. He demonstrated the fact by using sunlight to record words on the salts, but he made no
attempt to preserve the images permanently. His discovery, in combination with the camera obscura, provided
the basic technology necessary for photography. It was not until the early 19th century, however, that
photography actually came into being. He oiled an engraving to make it transparent and then placed it on a
plate coated with a light-sensitive solution of bitumen of Judea a type of asphalt and lavender oil and exposed
the setup to sunlight. After a few hours, the solution under the light areas of the engraving hardened, while that
under the dark areas remained soft and could be washed away, leaving a permanent, accurate copy of the
engraving. The exposure time was about eight hours, during which the sun moved from east to west so that it
appears to shine on both sides of the building. It was exposed in about three hours, and in February he had the
pewter plate etched to form a printing plate and had two prints pulled. Between and he was coproprietor of the
Diorama in Paris , an auditorium in which he and his partner Charles-Marie Bouton displayed immense
paintings, The partners painted the scenes on translucent paper or muslin and, by the careful use of changing
lighting effects, were able to present vividly realistic tableaux. Exposure times could thus be reduced from
eight hours to 30 minutes. The results were not permanent, however; when the developed picture was exposed
to light, the unexposed areas of silver darkened until the image was no longer visible. By Daguerre was able to
fix the image permanently by using a solution of table salt to dissolve the unexposed silver iodide. That year
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he produced a photograph of his studio on a silvered copper plate, a photograph that was remarkable for its
fidelity and detail. On August 19 full working details were published. Daguerre wrote a booklet describing the
process, An Historical and Descriptive Account of the Various Processes of the Daguerreotype and the
Diorama, which at once became a best seller; 29 editions and translations appeared before the end of
Photogenic drawing The antecedents of photogenic drawing can be traced back to , when Thomas Wedgwood,
son of the famous potter Josiah Wedgwood , reported his experiments in recording images on paper or leather
sensitized with silver nitrate. He could record silhouettes of objects placed on the paper, but he was not able to
make them permanent. Sir Humphry Davy published a paper in the Journal of the Royal Institution, London ,
in June , on the experiments of his friend Wedgwood; this was the first account of an attempt to produce
photographs. Others in Europe , including one woman, claimed to have discovered similar photographic
processes, but no verifiable proof has come to light. William Henry Fox Talbot , trained as a scientist at the
University of Cambridge , could not draw his scientific observations, even with the aid of a camera lucida; this
deficiency inspired him to invent a photographic process. He decided to try to record by chemical means the
images he observed, and by he had a workable technique. He made paper light-sensitive by soaking it
alternately in solutions of common salt sodium chloride and silver nitrate. Silver chloride was thus produced
in the fibres of the paper. Upon exposure to light, the silver chloride became finely divided silver, dark in tone.
Theoretically, the resulting negative , in which tonal and spatial values were reversed, could be used to make
any number of positives simply by putting fresh sensitized paper in contact with the negative and exposing it
to light. Still, from its beginnings, photography was comparedâ€”often unfavourablyâ€”with painting and
drawing, largely because no other standards of picture making existed. Many were disappointed by the
inability of the first processes to record colours and by the harshness of the tonal scale. Critics also pointed out
that moving objects were not recorded or were rendered blurry and indistinct because of the great length of
time required for an exposure. Despite these deficiencies, many saw the technique of photography as a
shortcut to art. No longer was it necessary to spend years in art school drawing from sculpture and from life,
mastering the laws of linear perspective and chiaroscuro. Others saw these realizations as threatening. Such
artists at first feared what Daguerre boasted in a broadsheet: Before the end of , travelers were buying
daguerreotypes of famous monuments in Egypt , Israel , Greece , and Spain ; engravings of these works were
made and then published in two volumes as Excursions daguerriennes between and The first daguerreotypes
in the United States were made on September 16, , just four weeks after the announcement of the process.
Exposures were at first of excessive length, sometimes up to an hour. At such lengthy exposures, moving
objects could not be recorded, and portraiture was impractical. Experiments were begun in Europe and the
United States to improve the optical, chemical, and practical aspects of the daguerreotype process to make it
more feasible for portraiture , the most desired application. Petzval produced an achromatic portrait lens that
was about 20 times faster than the simple meniscus lens the Parisian opticians Charles Chevalier and N. That
same month another Viennese, Franz Kratochwila, freely published a chemical acceleration process in which
the combined vapours of chlorine and bromine increased the sensitivity of the plate by five times. Unlike the
many daguerreotypists who were originally scientists or miniature painters, Beard had been a coal merchant
and patent speculator. Among the techniques Goddard studied were two that Wolcott had tried: By December
Goddard had succeeded well enough to produce tiny portraits ranging in size from 0. By the time Beard
opened his studio, exposure times were said to vary between one and three minutes according to weather and
time of day. His daguerreotype portraits became immensely popular, and the studio made considerable profits
the first few years, but competition soon appeared, and Beard lost his fortune in several lawsuits against
infringers of his licenses. The finest daguerreotypes in Britain were produced by Claudet, who opened a studio
on the roof of the Royal Adelaide Gallery in June He was responsible for numerous improvements in
photography, including the discovery that red light did not affect sensitive plates and could therefore be used
safely in the darkroom. The improvements that had been made in lenses and sensitizing techniques reduced
exposure times to approximately 20 to 40 seconds. Daguerreotyping became a flourishing industry. It was the
United States, however, that led the world in the production of daguerreotypes. Portraiture became the most
popular genre in the United States, and within this genre, standards of presentation began to develop. Certain
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parts of the daguerreotype portrait, usually the lips, eyes, jewelry, and occasionally the clothing, were
hand-coloured, a job often done by women. Because of their fragile nature, daguerreotype images always were
covered with glass and encased in a frame or casing made of leather-covered wood or gutta-percha, a
plasticlike substance made from rubber. In New York City alone there were 77 galleries in Of these, the most
celebrated was that of Mathew B. Several of these portraits, including those of Daniel Webster and Edgar
Allan Poe , were published by lithography in a folio volume. Cities and towns, as well as their inhabitants,
were also photographed by American daguerreotypists: Daguerreotyping spread throughout the world during
the s as photographers from England , France , and the United States followed colonialist troops and
administrators to the Middle East , Asia , and South America. Army personnel and commercial photographers
portrayed foreign dignitaries, landscape, architecture , and monuments in order to show Westerners seemingly
exotic cultures. Particularly notable were daguerreotypes made in Japan by the American photographer
Eliphalet Brown, Jr. Perry to open Japan to Western interests. While most of the initial photographic work in
these places was by Westerners, by the s local practitioners had begun to open studios and commercial
establishments. Development of the calotype The popularity of the daguerreotype surpassed that of the
photogenic drawing, but Talbot , convinced of the value of duplicability, continued to work to improve his
process. On September 21â€”23, , while experimenting with gallic acid , a chemical he was informed would
increase the sensitivity of his prepared paper, Talbot discovered that the acid could be used to develop a latent
image. This discovery revolutionized photography on paper as it had revolutionized photography on metal in
Whereas previously Talbot had needed a camera exposure of one hour to produce a 6. Developing the latent
image made photography on paper as valued as the daguerreotype, although the image still was not as clearly
defined. The first aesthetically satisfying use made of this improved process was in the work of David
Octavius Hill , a Scottish landscape painter, and his partner, Robert Adamson , an Edinburgh photographer. In
Hill decided to paint a group portrait of the ministers who in that year formed the Free Church of Scotland ; in
all, there were more than figures to be painted. Hill then enlisted the aid of Adamson, and together they made
hundreds of photographs, not only of the members of the church meeting but also of people from all walks of
life. Although their sitters were posed outdoors in glaring sunlight and had to endure exposures of upward of a
minute, Hill and Adamson managed to retain a lifelike vitality. Indeed, many of his calotypes are strikingly
reminiscent of canvases by Sir Henry Raeburn and other contemporary artists. In addition to their formal
portraiture, the partners made a series of photographs of fishermen and their wives at Newhaven and in
Edinburgh, as well as architectural studies. Alfred Stieglitz Collection, Development of stereoscopic
photography Stereoscopic photographic views stereographs were immensely popular in the United States and
Europe from about the mids through the early years of the 20th century. The production of the stereograph
entailed making two images of the same subject, usually with a camera with two lenses placed 2.
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3: Best Photography Projects to Start Right Now | Improve Photography
Here are 10 photography project ideas to help re-ignite your visual creativity! I think it's a fantastic idea to take on a
specific photography project once in a while.

Digital photography has changed the way people take photos, and how many are taking them. Anyone with a
camera can be a photographer these days, and many of those want to be professional photographers or artists,
though they can be the both. All over the internet there is a rise of those who are calling themselves Fine Art
Photographers; so maybe it is time to look into what they are and how they are different to the usual
photographers. Below is what I consider to be one of my fine art images. Home built in the 30s and then
abandoned only a few years ago. I have lots of images that may be art, but they are not what I would call fine
art photographs. The main street of a small town in Australia. Both images would look nice framed and
hanging on a wall, but if what you are trying to achieve is fine art, then only the first one would really fit that
category. Recently I heard a photographer online saying that you could go wacky on an image, add a weird
curving blur, then call it fine art. When I was doing my fine art degree, part of what was required was to take
turns putting our work up on the wall for critique. We would also discuss the ideas behind the work and where
we wanted to go with it. On top of those we had individual tutorials with lecturers to help us discuss our ideas
and how to achieve them. The idea was to get a plan together of how to go about doing the work, what we
could use to support it, and looking at other artists that did similar work to see how they conveyed their ideas.
These were invaluable, in that they helped us work out what we were doing and the direction we needed to go.
Consumerism, everything becoming obsolete. Artists Vision Before work can become fine art the artist has to
have a vision of what they think their work will look like. An Idea Fine art is about an idea, a message, or an
emotion. The artist has something that they want to have conveyed in their work. That idea or message may be
something small, a single word such as abandon, or it may be a whole statement, like exploring the way the
moon affects the tides. It is a start. It is like a hypothesis. Technique The work you create to demonstrate your
vision and ideas has to have a consistency to it. When all the work is together it has to have similarities. Often
artists will use the same medium and techniques for each idea. Body of Work In the end there has to be a body
of work that shows your ideas, subjects and techniques. If you were to get your images into a gallery there
would need to be a uniformity to them all. Artist Statement Finally you would most likely need an artist
statement. A short explanation of what the work is about, why you created it and how. When you go to a
gallery you might look at the work and wonder what it is about, so you look for the artist statement. It will
help you figure out what the artists intentions were, the reasons why, and how they created that work. An high
school that has been closed a while the vandals have taken over, but the light still comes through the windows.
So you want to be a Fine Art Photographer? Getting your ideas together Brainstorming is a great idea, sitting
down and just writing ideas down. What topics do you feel passionate about? What messages do you want to
convey? What subjects do you like to photograph? What techniques are you interested in? It might not make
any sense at first, but as you work through your ideas it will start to do so. Brain storming the idea of
consumerism. Once it is done you should have the bare essentials for what you want your work to be about.
You might decide to disregard a lot of it, but there should be enough there to help you work out what you want
to do, and which direction you want to go. Deciding on your topic Topics can be anything. Working out your
message, or the motivation behind it, can be a little bit more difficult. Perhaps for something like consumerism
you might want to explore the impact it has on the environment, or what is going to happen to all the goods
that we keep buying. Finding the subject for your photos What is your subject matter going to be? Would you
photograph rubbish piles? Maybe look directly at the different brands, and all the different products they come
out with. What your images are going to be of, is just as important, and should link to your topic or message.
Once a home, built over a hundred years ago, now left, the outside crumbling and grass trying to cover it over.
You can experiment to start with, to help you work it out, but once you have what you want then your body of
work has to all be similar. You are looking to create a cohesive portfolio that will look great, and connect
together when on display. Creating your body of work You should make as much work as you can. If you are
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planning an exhibition, then you need to know now much work you will need for it. Your Artist Statement
Finally you need to write that artist statement. It needs to be written in what they call artspeak, or language
that fits in with the art world. It has to sound good. If you are applying to galleries then your artist statement is
what they are going to take notice of, just as much as your work. Here is an example of one written about
work around the theme of abandon: It is human nature to sculpture and contour the environment into shapes
and forms that we find pleasing. We live in these buildings, work in them, and find entertainment and
nourishment in them. We spend time in rooms designed to help us learn through many stages of our lives.
When the buildings can no longer be maintained they fall into decay quickly. My work is looking at the rate of
decay and how similar it is to the human condition. How easily we can fall into the same sort of decay when
we are no longer being cared for. I just made this short statement up, but I hope it gives you an idea of what an
artist statement is like. If you do a google search you will find many places that can help you write one. You
will also be able to find examples of them to see what other artists are doing, and how they are creating their
work. The old science room in the closed school. Things are scattered and nothing makes sense. Finally The
work should be about you, and what you are passionate about. If you know what your vision is, what your
subject is, and how you want to create your work, then your statement should come easily and you will find
yourself on a new path, an exciting one. However, if you have a vision or message, and have ideas that you
want to convey through your work then you are more likely to be creating fine art. Perhaps you should think
about what you want your work to be about. It is also fine to just take photos because you enjoy it.
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4: The Florence Experiment in photography | The Florentine
Need some ideas for creative and unique photography projects? Whether it's a rainy day or you're stuck in a rut and
need a little inspiration, here is a list of photography projects that you can start right now!

Outdoor photography projects Brenizer effect portraits The Brenizer method, also known as portrait panorama
or bokeh-rama, provides a great basis for a portrait photography project. Invented by New York wedding
photographer Ryan Brenizer , the technique helps you create photos that appear to have been shot on a lens
with a much wider maximum aperture. Make sure you shoot each frame using manual settings - from White
Balance through to focusing - so that you can batch process all the shots. Try shooting anywhere from frames,
and make sure each tile and row overlaps the last by around a third. For example, take a wide-angle lens to the
zoo or restrict yourself to your longest telephoto focal length when you next shoot landscapes. A minute stroll
is all you need. Shoot anything that catches your eye in Aperture Priority mode. Minimalist mono landscapes
Instead of cramming an entire view into a single frame, shoot a series of minimalist long exposure landscapes
instead. A symmetrical composition can help to reinforce the simplicity of the framing, as can a square crop.
Use a tripod to keep the camera still throughout the exposure and fire the shutter with a remote release. To
keep the exposures short enough to prevent the moving stars blurring, use Manual mode and set a high ISO
such as 1, or 3, and a shutter speed of two seconds. Shoot two exposures, one focused on the stars and one on
the foreground, then combine them in Photoshop. Shoot the uninspiring Write down a list of locations or items
that you find dull, depressing, ugly, boring or annoying. Now push yourself to make beautiful and interesting
photographs of these unphotogenic subjects. There are photo opportunities just about everywhere - even in a
car park. A DSLR with a standard zoom is all you need for this project. Keep your technique simple and look
for patterns, textures, colours and shapes. Selective colour Rather than shoot in black and white and using pop
colour techniques to make an object stand out, this selective colour challenge requires you to nominate a
colour and find examples of it in the wider world. Naked night photography Shoot outdoors at night without
using flash, a long exposure or a tripod. For this project, challenge yourself to only use available light and a
high ISO setting. The best way to approach this is to shoot a recognisable subject and get them to pretend that
they are interacting with a much larger object or subject, which is actually in the background. Choose a small
aperture to provide a large depth of field that will enhance the effect. Small world Photographing miniature
toys and models in real-world environments is a popular photo project and one that you can easily fit around
your day job. Try taking a small prop with you and photographing it in a range of situations - everywhere from
the daily commute to a weekend stroll. If your subject is cast in shadow, use your flash to add fill-in lighting.
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5: Photography - Wikipedia
The Florence Experiment triggers a reflection on the relationship between human beings and
www.enganchecubano.com project aims to forge a new awareness of the way in which mankind sees, senses and
interacts with plant life and transforming Palazzo Strozzi into a revolutionary space hosting a scientific and artistic
experiment that explores all living beings' ability to communicate and to experience.

Not only will you never run out of ideas of things to photograph but it helps you focus on what is really
important and how blessed you are. Stick that one on your camera for a week, a month or a whole year. This
will help push your creativity. I remember doing a photo walk with a photographer who took street photos
with a macro. Try a different type of photography you are used to. Photograph them everyday for the week or
month of their birthday. It is a fun way to document them that year as well as capture what they are like at that
age. Photograph your day all day. You can either take photos through out the day or just on the hour. Either
way it is a fun way to capture the everyday moments and routines that we often forget to capture. But this may
help you to remember to do this project each month on the 10th. Write a letter each month to your children or
just focus on one child. Then take photos of them to include with the letter. I write advice to all my girls. This
helps me to get at least one photo of all three of them together each month. This can be quite the challenge but
I enjoy it. Some girls in the group choose one child to write a letter to and do a mini photo shoot each month
with that child. Do what works best for you. Choose either to do a self portrait , daily, weekly, or monthly.
What is important is that you are getting in the photo. If you are going to do it monthly, choose the date of
your birthday and each month take a photo on that date. What photography project are you going to tackle?
You might also like
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6: Photo Projects | Martha Stewart
I am a photographer my self, and am telling you fine art photography is real and a branch of photography. Leanne is
right a photograph of a building is or could or can be considered fine art { fine art photography}.

Light-field camera Digital methods of image capture and display processing have enabled the new technology
of "light field photography" also known as synthetic aperture photography. This process allows focusing at
various depths of field to be selected after the photograph has been captured. These additional vector attributes
can be captured optically through the use of microlenses at each pixel point within the 2-dimensional image
sensor. Every pixel of the final image is actually a selection from each sub-array located under each microlens,
as identified by a post-image capture focus algorithm. Devices other than cameras can be used to record
images. Trichome of Arabidopsis thaliana seen via scanning electron microscope. Note that image has been
edited by adding colors to clarify structure or to add an aesthetic effect. Heiti Paves from Tallinn University of
Technology. Other[ edit ] Besides the camera, other methods of forming images with light are available. For
instance, a photocopy or xerography machine forms permanent images but uses the transfer of static electrical
charges rather than photographic medium, hence the term electrophotography. Photograms are images
produced by the shadows of objects cast on the photographic paper, without the use of a camera. Objects can
also be placed directly on the glass of an image scanner to produce digital pictures. The quality of some
amateur work is comparable to that of many professionals and may be highly specialized or eclectic in choice
of subjects. Amateur photography is often pre-eminent in photographic subjects which have little prospect of
commercial use or reward. Amateur photography grew during the late 19th century due to the popularization
of the hand-held camera. Good pictures can now be taken with a cell phone which is a key tool for making
photography more accessible to everyone. Indianapolis as a panorama and a modified fisheye image by an
amateur photographer with image editing software Downtown Indianapolis in a large panorama image The
same image but modified with a fisheye lens -style technique into a circle Commercial[ edit ] Example of a
studio-made food photograph. Commercial photography is probably best defined as any photography for
which the photographer is paid for images rather than works of art. In this light, money could be paid for the
subject of the photograph or the photograph itself. Wholesale, retail, and professional uses of photography
would fall under this definition. The commercial photographic world could include: These images, such as
packshots , are generally done with an advertising agency , design firm or with an in-house corporate design
team. Fashion and glamour photography usually incorporates models and is a form of advertising
photography. Models in glamour photography sometimes work nude. Concert photography focuses on
capturing candid images of both the artist or band as well as the atmosphere including the crowd. Many of
these photographers work freelance and are contracted through an artist or their management to cover a
specific show. Concert photographs are often used to promote the artist or band in addition to the venue.
Crime scene photography consists of photographing scenes of crime such as robberies and murders. A black
and white camera or an infrared camera may be used to capture specific details. Still life photography usually
depicts inanimate subject matter, typically commonplace objects which may be either natural or man-made.
Still life is a broader category for food and some natural photography and can be used for advertising
purposes. Food photography can be used for editorial, packaging or advertising use. Food photography is
similar to still life photography but requires some special skills. Editorial photography illustrates a story or
idea within the context of a magazine. These are usually assigned by the magazine and encompass fashion and
glamour photography features. Photojournalism can be considered a subset of editorial photography.
Photographs made in this context are accepted as a documentation of a news story. Portrait and wedding
photography: Landscape photography depicts locations. Wildlife photography demonstrates the life of
animals. Paparazzi is a form of photojournalism in which the photographer captures candid images of athletes,
celebrities, politicians, and other prominent people. Pet photography involves several aspects that are similar
to traditional studio portraits. Landscape degree panoramic picture of the Chajnantor plateau in the Atacama
Desert , Chile. In the center is Cerro Chajnantor itself. Magazines and newspapers, companies putting up Web
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sites, advertising agencies and other groups pay for photography. Many people take photographs for
commercial purposes. Organizations with a budget and a need for photography have several options: Photo
stock can be procured through traditional stock giants, such as Getty Images or Corbis ; smaller microstock
agencies, such as Fotolia ; or web marketplaces, such as Cutcaster. Classic Alfred Stieglitz photograph, The
Steerage shows unique aesthetic of black-and-white photos. During the 20th century, both fine art
photography and documentary photography became accepted by the English-speaking art world and the
gallery system. Holland Day , and Edward Weston , spent their lives advocating for photography as a fine art.
At first, fine art photographers tried to imitate painting styles. The aesthetics of photography is a matter that
continues to be discussed regularly, especially in artistic circles. Many artists argued that photography was the
mechanical reproduction of an image. If photography is authentically art, then photography in the context of
art would need redefinition, such as determining what component of a photograph makes it beautiful to the
viewer. Clive Bell in his classic essay Art states that only "significant form" can distinguish art from what is
not art. There must be some one quality without which a work of art cannot exist; possessing which, in the
least degree, no work is altogether worthless. What is this quality? What quality is shared by all objects that
provoke our aesthetic emotions? What quality is common to Sta. In each, lines and colors combined in a
particular way, certain forms and relations of forms, stir our aesthetic emotions. Even though what is depicted
in the photographs are real objects, the subject is strictly abstract. Photojournalism Photojournalism is a
particular form of photography the collecting, editing, and presenting of news material for publication or
broadcast that employs images in order to tell a news story. It is now usually understood to refer only to still
images, but in some cases the term also refers to video used in broadcast journalism. Photojournalism is
distinguished from other close branches of photography e. Photojournalists create pictures that contribute to
the news media, and help communities connect with one other. Photojournalists must be well informed and
knowledgeable about events happening right outside their door. They deliver news in a creative format that is
not only informative, but also entertaining. Science and forensics[ edit ] Wootton bridge collapse in The
camera has a long and distinguished history as a means of recording scientific phenomena from the first use by
Daguerre and Fox-Talbot, such as astronomical events eclipses for example , small creatures and plants when
the camera was attached to the eyepiece of microscopes in photomicroscopy and for macro photography of
larger specimens. The camera also proved useful in recording crime scenes and the scenes of accidents, such
as the Wootton bridge collapse in The methods used in analysing photographs for use in legal cases are
collectively known as forensic photography. Crime scene photos are taken from three vantage point. The
vantage points are overview, mid-range, and close-up. Different machines produced or hour photographic
traces of the minute-by-minute variations of atmospheric pressure , temperature, humidity , atmospheric
electricity , and the three components of geomagnetic forces. The cameras were supplied to numerous
observatories around the world and some remained in use until well into the 20th century. X-Ray machines are
similar in design to Pin Hole cameras with high-grade filters and laser radiation. The method has been much
extended by using other wavelengths, such as infrared photography and ultraviolet photography , as well as
spectroscopy. Those methods were first used in the Victorian era and improved much further since that time.
They used an electric field to trap an "Ion" of the element, Ytterbium. The image was recorded on a CCD, an
electronic photographic film. While photo manipulation was often frowned upon at first, it was eventually
used to great extent to produce artistic effects. There are many ongoing questions about different aspects of
photography. In her writing " On Photography " , Susan Sontag discusses concerns about the objectivity of
photography. This is a highly debated subject within the photographic community. Along these lines, it can be
argued that photography is a subjective form of representation. Modern photography has raised a number of
concerns on its effect on society.
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Create a Photography Bucket List Set goals. Try a new genre of photography. Push yourself to keep trying
new things. Photo by Erika Sneeringer Write it down. Think of everything you want to accomplish as a
photographer. This is a project that will take some thought. Maybe even a little stretching the first time you sit
down to write this list. Never settle into another rut again. Not sure where to start and looking for some
inspiration? Sit down and just do a brain dump on the computer. Type out as fast as you can the different ideas
that come to your mind. Do you have any old photo albums to scan digitally , for example? Once your list is
final, add it to the notes section on your iPhone or keep it in a GoogleDoc. Now, every time a new idea pops in
your head, you can add it to your list wherever you are. Make plans and start thinking about the details. Keep a
Photography Journal Stop comparing your photography to the photographs you see on px, Flickr, Instagram
and other websites. Your work is yours which makes it special and unique to you and your own artistic vision.
Document your growth by keeping a journal of your photography. You can print albums or or download an
app. Pick a few favorite photographs each month for 6 months. At the end of the 6 months you can go back
and look to see your own personal growth as a photographer. Google local photography contests in your area.
Be sure to check out your local newspaper or department of natural resources, which usually will have weekly,
monthly and even yearly contests. Colors, magazine cut outs, photographs that inspire your vision, pictures of
products or props you want to use. Write down what went wrong or what you could or should have done
differently. Then, start visualizing and planning for another shoot. Print Your Photos Remember prints? The
digital age has really made it easy for us to skip printing our photos when we are ready to share them. You
simply put them on your website, Facebook page, Instagram or email them â€” all at the click of a button. But
the digital age has also made it easier to order prints online and have them sent directly to you. When people
come to your home, give them something to look at by hanging your prints on the walls. Read this article on
the best places to print. Create a Photo Album As a professional photographer you may find yourself always
putting together albums for your families or brides and grooms. When was the last time you put together a
professional quality photo album of your own photos? Set aside some quality time to create an album of the
photos you have taken in the last year and proudly display it at home. Put Your Photos in the Most Visible
Location in Your Home Putting a slideshow of your photos on your TV is a great way for friends and visitors
to see your photos on a big beautiful screen. If you have a device that supports it, set it up to show your photos
through a screensaver. For example, you can use iCloud and the AppleTV to show your photos. When you are
entertaining people in your home, you can have music playing in the background through AppleTV, and it is
simply amazing the way that screensaver captivates so many people. They are looking for new photos that
have been put up and even photos of themselves if they have been around long enough to merit that. It is
another subtle way to share your photos with those who come into your home. But they will notice and admire
your work until you turn the TV off. If this is the first time you have done this, create an album on your
iDevice Photo Stream and start adding the photos you want to have show up on your AppleTV. This will
automatically update whenever you add new photos to it. Local Book Project Recently, Rob Moles on the
Improve Photography Podcast episode number suggested taking photographs around your town for a photo
book print project. One of his tips was when you take pictures of people ask them a little something about
them and write it down. When you print your book, include the quotes from each person. What an amazing
idea to memorialize your life and people around you. Whether it is learning a new post processing technique
or a new lighting method. Pick up a photography book and get inspired! Jim Harmer recently published an
article on recommended books that you can find here. Anytime you feel yourself getting a little bored or stuck
in a rut, buy a new book and try shooting a different style addressed in that book. Collect some of your old
photographs from a year ago and re-edit them with the new techniques and compare your editing skills to see
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how much your style has changed. If you prefer online learning, browse around and find a local class or
workshop to sign up for. Check out the recently released Photography Plus which gives you tons of
downloadable content, including, but not limited to, presets, tutorials and classes. Be sure to check it out. They
are always coming out with new and helpful content. Most recently, Connor Hibbs released a high end
retouching tutorial. There is plenty content online that is completely FREE! Brian Pex has written some
amazing content on Lightroom and Photoshop techniques published right on Improve Photography that you
can check out here. Chelsea and Tony Northrup have a tutorial here on how to take a double exposure
photograph. The tutorial includes both how to do this technique in camera with certain camera models and
how to create a double exposure in Photoshop. Set up a little at home mock studio. Put a piece of glass on
down on top of the foam core board where your subject will go to get a nice reflection. Now, light your subject
with an off camera flash and modifier. There are currently 4 podcasts: If you have any other photography
podcasts you listen to, please be sure to mention them in the comments below. Take a Class Look for classes
or workshops that introduce you to different styles of photography. Keep an eye out for free photography
workshops with Improve Photography or sign up for the one of a kind Photography Retreat with Improve
Photography taking place in March But only you can be the one to get out there and try it. Personal
Photography Projects Personal photography projects are extremely important because they keep your passion
for photography alive. This is even more important for the photographers with steady paying clients. You
might be too busy working for clients that you get lost in the business side of things and lose your passion.
Personal projects are a great way to remember why you first picked up your camera. Personal projects keep
you shooting for yourself, which in turn fuels your passion to keep taking pictures. It more like running. You
have to start small, like a couch-to-5k program and build up your endurance. If you take a long break from
running, your progress will regress and you have to retrain your body once you start running again. The same
is true for photography. The more you learn the more you need to put it to practice. Pick up your camera every
day to stay sharp. Even if just for 5 minutes. Take pictures of anything and everything. Too busy with a full
time job? Just as with exercise, there is never enough time but you have to prioritize and make time if it is
important to you. Additionally, if you are taking pictures everyday, you can easily document the growth of
your photography. Take Your Camera with You Everywhere If you want to stay on top of taking pictures
everyday, it will be much easier if you always have your camera on hand to capture anything. Brian
McGuckin wrote a great article comparing messenger bags that you can read here. I personally like something
a little more chic and love my raspberry Kelly Moore 2 Sues bag, found here. Do you have a favorite bag not
listed? If so please share in the comments below! Light Painting Photo by Jim Harmer If you have even the
slightest artistic bone in your body, you will fall in love with light painting. Plan at least 2 hours one night to
go out and do some night photography with a good flashlight. You will need to use manual mode for this, but
you will have complete control over the light and how it shows up in the photo. Because you are
experimenting, plan to retake several shots until the light appears exactly as you would like it to. If you are
looking for something new to do that will jump-start your interest in photography, this is a really good
technique for you to try at least twice. Traffic Light Trails One of the best ways to get the hang of the exposure
triangle is to go out and shoot light trails at night. In order to shoot light trails, you will need to use a tripod
and long exposures. There is an article with tips and suggestions ranging from camera settings, scouting a
location and even gear suggestions that you can read here.
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Fashion Photography In the world of photography, Fashion Photography is one of the most sought after
careers since it is one of the most highly paid jobs. Fashion photographers are sought out to create portfolios
for budding and experienced models. Fashion Photographers are like the gateway to the glamour world.
Beauty Photography Beauty Photography is similar to portrait photography as the photographer brings out the
real beauty of his models through his talent. The best beauty photography happens when there is a right
combination of trust, lighting and imaginative skills from both the model and the photographer. It can be
landscapes, hills, waterfalls or anything that can be captured outdoors. Wildlife photography Wildlife
photography is a challenging style of photography as the photographer should have good field expertise. A lot
of patience, correct angle and sense of timing is required for the perfect shot. Black and White Most of the
black and white photography styles are classic as it brings out the raw beauty of the subjects. Contrast and
shadows go a long way in making your photos realistic and beautiful. Wedding Photography The best
moments of your life can be captured by wedding photographers. Using fast lens and creative lighting, you
will be surprised with the end results. HDR Photography HDR Photography is all about capturing three
different types of images and merging them together which brings out amazing contrasts in your photos. This
is one of the important tips while capturing in HDR. Travel Photography People who love to travel can
become amazing travelling photographers. Just keep shooting while you have fun and also have an eye for
detail. Different country traditions can be seen through the travel photography. Time Lapse Photography Time
lapse Photography is the best way to capture motion. This involves continuous shooting of a specific subject at
different time intervals. Macro photography Macro photography brings out the minute details of the chosen
subject. Things that are not normally visible to the human eyes looks amazing in macro photography. Hi speed
Photography - different types of photography 25 Fascinating High Speed Photography examples and Tips for
beginners Panoramic Photography - different types of photography 25 Best Panoramic Photography examples
for your inspiration Rain Photography - photography types 30 Stunning Rain Photography examples for your
inspiration
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Long-term photography projects Taking on a photography project is a great way to get yourself out of a
photography rut and to bring some focus to your picture-taking. These are split into three sections: Home
photography projects 1. Water drop art The basic idea with this project is to suspend a container of liquid and
let drops fall through a small hole, then capture the resulting splash. Timing the shutter as the splash is created
is everything. We also used a SplashArt water drop kit from PhotoTrigger , which helped to regulate the size
and frequency of the drops. Set up the container and backdrop, then position the flash over the container.
Create smoke art Smoke trails are a firm favourite among still-life photographers. But how about taking it to
the next level and using the shapes in a creative Photoshop project. Set the blending mode to Screen and use
Warp Transform to reshape it. Continue the process to combine a range of smoke shots into a new image. Try
cross-polarisation This fun project exploits the effect that polarised light has on some plastics. The sheet of
film should be placed on a lightbox or in front of the only light source. Simply attach the circular polariser to
the camera lens and rotate it to make the colours appear in clear plastic items 5. Food landscapes Spice up
your food photography! Preiser has a great range too. The most important aspect is to establish a sense of
narrative. Fine-art food Try turning your dinner ingredients into photo art using just a lightbox and a very
sharp knife. Slice fruit and vegetables as thinly and evenly as possible, then place them on the lightbox. With
the camera positioned directly above, use Live View to focus manually on the details. Freeze flowers in plastic
containers of distilled or de-ionised water available through your local auto or hardware store. The flowers
will float, so try to weigh them down or fasten them in place so that they freeze under the water. Place the
block of ice on top of a clear bowl or glass in a white sink or plate, so that the light can bounce through from
below. Position a flashgun off to one side, angled down towards it, and shoot from the opposite side. Abstracts
in oil Oil floating on the surface of water is a great way to make striking abstracts. This table-top photo project
exploits the refractive quality of oil and bubbles to accentuate and distort colours. All you need to do is place a
few drops of cooking oil on the surface of water in a glass dish. Make sure the dish is supported about 25cm
about the table top, then place coloured paper under it and use an anglepoise lamp or flashgun to light the
paper. Oily reflections This project follows a similar theme to the previous one, but here the patterns are
created by a cover over the light rather than a coloured background. First, make a cover for an anglepoise lamp
using acetate, card and tape. Place a full bucket of water in front of the lamp, add a few drops of cooking oil.
Stir up the oil, get in close and shoot. Psychedelic soap film This is a wonderful project that makes for vibrant
desktop wallpaper or abstract wall art. The colours created by soap film only appear when hit by light from a
certain angle, so set up near a north-facing window and shoot from around 45 degrees. Refractive art Light
bends when it passes through water, causing the objects behind to change appearance. All you need is a few
glasses, a flashgun, a tripod and a black-and-white pattern print. Simply place the pattern in the background
with the glasses in front. Fill them with different levels of water and move the pattern backwards or forwards
to fine-tune the effect. Kitchen close-ups Your kitchen is an ideal location for shooting a macro project. Here,
3 objects - a fork, a bowl of cereal and coffee granules - were all shot from a similar angle, with the
impression of height linking the sequence. Still-life bokeh Something as simple as a crumpled piece of foil can
be the basis for a creative photo project. Position a still-life subject on a sheet of glass with a piece of dark
material underneath it. Scrunch up the kitchen foil then smooth it back out and place it in the background.
During the exposure, shine a flashlight onto the subject. Bokeh bubbles Small highlights often create nice
bokeh, so fairy lights are perfect for this project. Position them far enough away so that they will be out of
focus at a wide aperture. Position your subject, in this case a glass, close to the camera and focus on it. Tweak
the position of the fairy lights until it looks like cool coloured bubbles are floating out of the glass. You can
use a regular Maglite torch, but try removing the end to reveal the bulb and make the light more direct.
Continue the movement throughout the exposure. Here, we suspended the torch from a piece of string and
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made a gentle circular movement to create a spiral around the bottle. Fit the widest lens you have on your
camera, and mount it on a tripod pointing straight up. With the light turned on, autofocus on the tip of the
torch and set the lens to manual focus to lock the setting in.
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